
Legal and Financial Disclaimer and DAC6 reporting disclosure for clients of 
TMMT NM LLC (“the company”) 

No part of our consulting, incorporation, or visa services constitutes legal advice or gives rise to a legal 
solicitor/client relationship. Specialist legal advice should be taken in relation to specific circumstances. 

All information offered during consulting, incorporation, or visa services is for general information 
purposes only. While we aim to ensure that all information given correct, no warranty, express or implied, 
is given as to its accuracy and we do not accept any liability for error or omission. 

We shall not be liable for any damages (including, without limitation, damage for loss of business or loss 
of profits) arising in contract, tort or otherwise from the use of, or inability to use our services or any 
services related to it, or from any action or decision taken or not taken as a result of using our services or 
any such informational material. 

Some of the informational material handed out during a consulting, incorporation, or visa service may 
have been prepared some time ago. Please arrange an individual consultation if you need a 
comprehensive and up-to-date statement of the relevant topic. 

All consultations are for informational purposes only and does not constitute any kind of investment 
advisory services. No information contained in consultations constitute tax, legal, insurance or investment 
advice.No consultation should be considered a solicitation, offer or recommendation for the purchase or 
sale of any securities or other financial products and services discussed therein. 

We are only conducting business in jurisdictions where licensed, registered, or where an applicable 
registration exemption or exclusion exists. The information contained in any consultation or other service 
is not intended for persons in any jurisdiction where such distribution or use would be contrary to the laws 
or regulations of that jurisdiction, or which would subject the company offering services to any unintended 
registration requirements. Clients should not construe any discussion or information contained in 
consultations or other services as personalized financial advice. Clients should discuss the personal 
applicability of the specific products, services, strategies, or issues posted herein with a professional 
advisor of his or her choosing. 

Information throughout consultations or other services, whether stock quotes, charts, articles, or any other 
statement or statements regarding capital markets or other financial information, is obtained from sources 
which we, and our suppliers believe reliable, but we do not warrant or guarantee the timeliness or 
accuracy of this information. Neither our information providers nor we shall be liable for any errors or 
inaccuracies, regardless of cause, or the lack of timeliness of, or for any delay or interruption in the 
transmission thereof to the client. With respect to information regarding financial performance, nothing in 
our consultations or other services should be interpreted as a statement or implication that past results 
are an indication of future performance. 

Special note for EU/EEA citizens:  

According to the DAC6 directive of the European Union, you might be required to submit any taxation 
model we created or discussed for or with you to the relevant authority in your country of residence. 
Please be advised, that us, being a no-EU service provider, do not fulfill this reporting requirement on 
your behalf.  

I have read and understood this disclaimer and agree to use TMMT NM LLCs services only the way 
described here. 

 

Date: Signed: Signature: 


